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ABSTRACT

**Background** It is crucial to know the extent to which influences lead to policy capture—by which the policy-making process is shifted away from the public interest towards narrow private interests. Using the case study of Spain, our aim was to identify interactions between public administration, civil society and private companies that could influence health policies.

**Methods** 54 semistructured interviews with key actors related to health policy. The interviews were used to gather information on main policy actors as well as on direct and subtle influences that could modify health policies. The analysis identified and described, from the interviewees’ experiences, both the inappropriate influences exerted on the actors and those that they exerted.

**Results** Inappropriate influences were identified at all levels of administration and policy. They included actions for personal benefits, pressure for blocking health policies and pressure from high levels of government in favour of private corporations. The private sector played a significant role in these strategies through bribery, personal gifts, revolving doors, negative campaigns and by blocking unfavourable political positions or determining the knowledge agenda. The interviewees reported subtle forms of influence (social events, offers of technical support, invitations, etc) that contributed to the intellectual and cultural capture of health officials.

**Conclusion** The health policy decision-making processes in Spain are subject to influences by stakeholders that determine a degree of policy capture, which is avoidable. The private sector uses different strategies, from subtle influences to outright corruption, taking advantage in many cases of flexible legislation.

INTRODUCTION

Scientific evidence is a first step in public health policy formulation, but the process is much more complex than the mere translation of knowledge into practice. Smith, among others, has given particular relevance to the power of ideas.1 2 The implementation of public health policies requires social changes that face the inertia, which is a feature of politics.1 3 In the field of public health, where benefits are usually obvious only in the long term, the bias in favour of the status quo—policy inaction—is a constant challenge, particularly when governments seek to regulate unhealthy products and services.1 3

Furthermore, public health policy faces a second difficulty, the strong influence of powerful interests. Transnational tobacco, alcohol and ultra-processed food and drinks corporations have been identified as major drivers of global epidemics of non-communicable diseases, using diverse strategies to influence policy, which include blocking public health protection policies.3 Mindell et al consider that there is a corporate capture of public health policies.5 Brezis and Wiist have revised and classified the spectrum of corporate activities with potential impact on public good.2 They describe the potential consequences of actions such as distortion of science, public relations, influence on governments and politics, regulation delay or obstruction, litigation and philanthropy. Wiist has detailed these tactics as developed by the food and beverage industry in what he calls the ‘corporate playbook’.3

Governments are among the main targets of corporate strategies. Although some actions such as lobbying or revolving doors—a tendency of legislators or regulators to favour industry interests when they have an industry background or when they expect rewards in the form of future industry employment—have been described by some authors, there is scant research on the concrete ways in which corporations obtain influence over decision-makers and high-level public officials. We have already described the process inside government to ban tobacco in public places in Spain.1 We showed how, at the highest political level, the tobacco and hospitality industry came close to successfully blocking the new regulation. However, the array of corporate interventions could reach all levels of government and public administration. On the other hand, there are other key players in the decision-making process such as governments, health professionals, researchers and civil society organisations. This study attempts both to examine the agents who have some sway over decisions, focusing on undue influences, and to explain the strategies applied to exert influence.

METHODS

We conducted a case study using semistructured interviews with key actors in Spanish health policy. Fifty-four actors participated between January 2013 and February 2016. The selection of interviewees was intentional and based on an approach to contacts made by one researcher during his previous work in the Spanish Government. We also recruited stakeholders mentioned by the people interviewed. In this selection, we looked to include interviewees from all sectors involved in health policy-making: public administration and politicians, the health-related goods and services industry, civil society organisations, professionals and mass media (table 1). None of the people invited to participate
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in the study refused to do so. No further interviews were carried out once we achieved saturation of information.

Appointments with interviewees were first made by telephone and then confirmed via email, where more information on the objective of the interviews and study was given. Before starting the conversations, the purpose of the study and the content of the interview were explained in more detail. Participants were then asked to sign the informed consent form, which stated that the interviewee had been notified of the objectives, procedures and characteristics of the interview, and advised that confidentiality and anonymity were guaranteed in the publication of results. In order to provide conditions in which participants felt free to discuss delicate or even illegal situations, conversations were not recorded. To ensure the accuracy of the written text, the interviewees were consulted and invited to make any changes they felt appropriate. No interviewee sought to erase either sentences or descriptions of situations; in some cases, they only requested greater precision.

The interview was designed to outline organisations, institutions, corporations and other actors that exert influence in the formulation of policies and to draw up a list of methods and pathways used to exert pressure. The script included four general questions, but in all interviews we sought to facilitate the contribution of the interviewee by varying the order of the questions and allowing for the introduction of new issues. In the process of the interaction, we prompted the acknowledgement of influences where they were not obvious to the interviewee. The interview was piloted and suggestions on how to approach some general questions, but in all interviews we sought to facilitate the formulation of policies and to draw up a list of methods and pathways that can be broadly classified into hard and soft tactics. Hard tactics include not only obvious illegalities but also direct pressure applied by a representative of an interested actor on the target-maker. Soft tactics encompass all activities designed to capture the social, cultural, intellectual or scientific environment of the decision-maker in order to nudge him/her towards the desired decision or inaction. One of the interviewees gave an example of influence when talking about some decision-makers:

\[\text{Examples of both hard and soft tactics are combined in Table 2, and most can be classified as undue influences according to the above definitions.} \]

\[\text{All interviewees holding a position in the health system structure or in other related government areas acknowledged they had been the target of undue influences. The source of the influence could almost always be traced back to private companies, as they also used indirect means. Some corporations used their contacts at the highest level of government to influence lower decision-making levels; in that case, decision-makers received direct pressure not from a company but from someone with a higher position in the government. The striking feature of this behaviour is that lobbyists are clear about their contacts as a source of power; in the words of one interviewee (a top} \]
before describing some soft tactics of influence, it is worth mentioning the description made by most interviewees of a context that places the public administration in an increasingly weakened position from which to resist the power of corporations. Most interviewees pointed out that the tobacco industry, the food and beverage sector, and the pharmaceutical area had a much greater information capacity than the government regarding both technical and strategic information. Most participants in the study agreed that there is a trend in administration, including the European Union, to replace officials with a high technical and specialised capacity with multitask officials. This phenomenon of losing highly specialised public health officials

after leaving office by appointing them to a foundation related to the company. According to many interviewees, revolving doors are more frequent among officials not affected by laws of incompatibility, and the respondents felt that this fact increased the vulnerability of governments to policy capture.
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Table 2  Specific examples of influences cited in the text by target and type of influence exerted (the examples are a synthesis of the statements made by the interviewees)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target of influence</th>
<th>Type of influence</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High positions in government (Ministers, Secretaries of State, General and Under Secretaries, General Director, assimilated)</td>
<td>Direct pressure</td>
<td>▶ Alcohol producers boast of successfully applying pressure at the highest government level, over the head of the Minister of Health, to avoid regulation of low age consumption. ▶ The Ministry of Health received pressure—that was effective—to change a regulation in favour of some drug companies, from parliamentarians whose vote was essential to adopt the national budget. ▶ The Government has accepted influences from companies that have resulted in appointments of directors general that were welcomed by the interested actors. ▶ Presidency’s and vice-presidency’s offices have directed pressure on under-secretary of health or health directors to adopt positions in favour of the health-related industries. ▶ A drug company sought to ‘blackmail’—unsuccessfully—the Ministry of Health during the influenza A pandemic (2009) by threatening to interrupt the supply of influenza vaccine unless they received a contract exempting the industry from any responsibility in case of adverse effects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic offers and deferred income through revolving doors</td>
<td>Directors generals described that they received offers when in duty to enrol in the future drug or food and drink companies receiving high wages. They were also informed on the pathway to sidestep regulation by entering 2 years in a foundation related to the company. The phenomenon was frequent in people responsible for the pharmaceutical policy but also in other areas, where the bargaining chip was frequently inaction of the decision-maker.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifts and other attentions</td>
<td>▶ The Minister of Health and his/her close environment were target of capture through attentions to all Cabinet personnel with gifts and other advantages such as invitations to special events (business lounges, club rooms, etc.).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal threats and attacks</td>
<td>▶ The business organisation of medical technologies managed to move several regional Health Ministers towards an unfavourable position against the new State policy for increasing the quality and intensity of evaluation of technologies. At the same time, the specialised press, supported by the same organisation, attacked the people in charge of promoting the evaluation of health technologies. ▶ The specialised health press has frequently decided the Director General of Drug Policy if his/her actions did not align with the interest of the drug industry.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to strategic information and agenda control</td>
<td>▶ The health-related companies had access to inside Ministry of Health information including the position on a particular issue of high-level decision-makers. This fact increases the vulnerability of the Ministry to external influences.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agencies and their experts</td>
<td>Revolving doors</td>
<td>▶ Directors and senior officials at the Spanish Agencies of Medicines and Food Security receive offers to join the industries or their business organisations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific and professional environment</td>
<td>▶ The Spanish Agency of Medicines do not find experts on oncology free of conflicts of interest.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior officials of the Ministry of Health</td>
<td>Easily influenced targets</td>
<td>▶ Some officials inside the Ministry of Health have been successful in delaying the approval of generic drugs through diverse procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct pressure</td>
<td>▶ Health officials who participate in European Union groups receive offers or pressure from corporations to modify their position in favour of a company’s interests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deferred income through revolving doors</td>
<td>▶ Revolving doors in a frequent phenomenon in Deputy Directors increasing the risk of policy capture.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

nutrition policy official), “the director of institutional relations of the company, not satisfied by my reaction, announced that I would receive news from the Vice-presidency”.

As mentioned above, hard tactics included in some instances obvious illegalities such as offering bribes, even to the Minister. There were other cases of borderline illegality, when for example a drug company sought to ‘blackmail’ the Ministry of Health during the influenza A pandemic (2009) by threatening to interrupt the supply of vaccine unless they received a contract exempting the industry from any responsibility in case of adverse effects. Direct personal attacks on health authorities using specialised media (newspapers and journals popular among health professionals) were also mentioned. The phenomenon of revolving doors was confirmed by several General Directors of Health that described how pharmaceutical companies offered them posts once they left the Ministry. The offer included the means to sidestep the law that bans recruitment during the 2 years
jeopardises the technical capacity of public institutions to deal with complex issues such as the regulation of alcohol or tobacco. According to the interviewees, the lack of public health capability in the administration is qualitative, as already described, and quantitative, as a result of austerity policies. One participant illustrated the risks involved through the example of the regulation of plain packaging of tobacco products. She described how the companies supplied the government with technical information on the sizes of the products and made proposals to help in the drafting of the decree. In fact, the proposal was designed to sabotage the policy by providing grounds for litigation and the consequent suspension of the law. These subtleties are difficult to detect for inexperienced officials.

Interviewees recognised that environment implicitly influences decisions. In this sense, political inaction is stimulated, even recommended, as a facilitator of job stability, but leaves little space for innovation. It was revealed that companies had access not only to the agendas of internal government meetings but also to the content and the positions of different members and were therefore better able to design strategies of influence. Moreover, it is assumed that within the Health Ministry, there are industry ‘achievers’ who know the procedures well and can profile easily influenced individuals.

In the context described by the interviewees, subtle ways of influence prosper. For instance, some interviewees used the term ‘cabinetisation’ as another factor that increases the exposure of the Health Ministry to undue influences. It was described as a new political practice by which policy decisions of the Minister’s cabinet are more in line with the media agenda than the political programme of the government. It creates a context where policies are designed to gain media attention and popularity for the Minister and where the input of the technical side of the Ministry tends to be ignored.

Interviewees described how companies designed strategies to link the Minister’s activities, even media events, with their brand names. A significant example was the pressure on the Minister to accept a private jet to attend a medical congress. Indeed, in relation to the role played by cabinets, many companies gave continuous attention and gifts to all members of the ministerial cabinet. Events organised by health-related companies facilitated the capture of the social and cultural environment where health policy decision-making took place. Some participants realised during the interviews that they had little exposure to other visions of, or approaches to, health policies other than the biomedical response. Senior health officials and politicians were closer to approaches that focus on individual behaviours rather than political or social factors as the cause of health problems.

Regarding influences from other departments, many health officials at all government levels acknowledged that other government departments are in a stronger position to influence policies. According to the interviewees, it is accepted that departments such as industry or agriculture are captured by corporations. Officials from these departments are clear in calling interested actors their clients. They tend to block healthy public policies as they choose policies that favour producers (use of some chemicals in agriculture, unsustainable and unhealthy transport, etc).

**DISCUSSION**

The health policy decision-making processes in Spain are subject to influences by stakeholders that could indicate a degree of capture of policies and health agencies that is avoidable. Inappropriate influences were described at all levels of health administration and policy. Interviewees gave an account of how the private sector uses different strategies that range from subtle influences to overt corruption, taking advantage in many cases of loopholes in the legislation and the lack of sufficient administrative technical capacity. Stakeholders involved in the study expressed their concern at the increasing vulnerability of the government to external influences due to the progressive loss of technical and strategic capacity stemming from the strict suspension of the law. These subtleties are difficult to detect for inexperienced officials.

We were already aware of the general strategies used by corporations to capture public health policy; however, there is a scarcity of evidence-based facts. An exception we have found is the recent report by Cullerton et al on influence in nutrition policy in Australia. Our results show that the degree of capture is greater than expected as all levels of government are successfully targeted in order to influence health policy. The analysis of interviews also showed the concrete pathways used by the private sector to capture not only the decision-makers but also the entire health policy environment. Although a study by the European Commission provided an extensive description of corruption in European health systems, the research was mainly focused on the provision of healthcare with little attention to policy-making processes. We describe how undue influences and even corruption reach the strategic core of health policy.

The vulnerability of governments to commercial influences is associated with poor governance. Greer et al indicate that policy capacity is a relevant component of governance. Health policy capacity can be understood as the sum of competencies, resources and experience that governments and public agencies use to identify, formulate, implement and evaluate solutions to public health problems. A trend of a decreasing availability of technical capacity has been described by many interviewees in our research, including those that work at the European Commission. Investment in policy capacity tends to be difficult for health ministries as they are not generally the most powerful parts of government. It was reported that there is also a loss in quality of technical capacity due to the substitution of public health officials by multitask officials. Interviewees identified a new form of technical capacity decrease, where health policy intelligence becomes distanced from decision-making. They indicated that the political area of the Ministry of Health has become dominant over the functional area and the department has strengthened its role as a platform for the Minister with the aim of accumulating power and gaining visibility. To this end, the decision-making process is shaped by immediate demands, typically those of the media agenda. This circumstance reduces the quality of policy-making not only because of the reduced capacity to turn ideas and political will into coherent policy but also because health policy-making becomes too dependent on public concerns shaped by the mass media to the detriment of public health priorities. Agenda framing and setting is better controlled by corporations than by public health advocacy groups. We believe that this circumstance reduces the potentiality of introducing public health issues in the health policy agenda, usually dominated by healthcare and health-related industries.

Besides corruption, interviewees also provided evidence of undue influence such as explicit lobbying or through the revolving-door phenomenon, which is not only ubiquitous but also promoted with a complete package that melds substantial deferred fees with the procedure by which to elude the law. This
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is a permanent risk for public health policies, which is frequently
detected in the European health-related agencies.15 16

The information gathered from our participants depicts a
policy environment in which subtle influences are becoming
the key issue in understanding policy capture. The term ‘cultural capture’ was coined to describe some forms of regu-
latory capture in the financial system. Cultural capture is based
on the fact that regulators and policy-makers are susceptible
to non-rational forms of influence. Kwak explains how regula-
tors’ perspectives and actions might be affected not only by the
substantive content of their interactions with interest groups
but also, and significantly, by the nature of these interactions.17
He mentions three mechanisms of influence that are likely
to operate in the regulatory context: group identification, status
and relationship networks. The corporate playbook described
by Wiist18 described many actions of food and beverage compa-
nies that can be considered a form of cultural capture. A recent
report of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development19 describes several channels that can be misused
by private individuals and special interest groups to influence
public officials either directly or indirectly: by creating a sense
of reciprocity; by building on existing personal ties; by building
on strategic communication or by building on expertise. Part
of these mechanisms can be classified as cultural capture, but
we can also refer to intellectual capture to describe a health
policy environment that is dominated mainly by commercial
influences that determine the health professionals’ scientific
and training agenda, the media agenda and the policy agenda.
In the words of one interviewee (a high-level health
decision-maker), “I am rarely exposed to other ideas except
those related to the provision of high-tech responses to health
problems. Public health solutions appear anecdotally if they
appear at all on my agenda”. In our view, this type of capture
of the health intellectual agenda jeopardises the possibilities
of promoting healthy public policies.

The selection process of the interviewees may raise some
questions; for example, a possible bias towards those more
willing to reveal misdoings. However, we must point out that
no invitation was refused and that we selected as wide a range
of participants as possible. Before beginning the field study,
we were concerned at the hesitancy of interviewees to admit
bad governance. Consequently, we decided not to record the
interviews. However, in most cases, after some minutes they
overcame their doubts and we feel that they were frank in
their revelations. Nevertheless, we acknowledge the fact that
in some cases we have only one side of the story and
were unable to contrast the reports with other versions. The
internal consistency of the reports supports the plausibility of
the results although we must also point out that this study did
include a list of stakeholders that outsiders would find diffi-
cult to access. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that the external
validity of our research is limited by the features of Spanish
health policy.

Our results indicate that public health policies face the chal-
lenge of a hostile policy environment that encourages biomed-
ical responses and blocks such initiatives as the regulation of
unhealthy commodities or the integration of health and health
equity in all policies. The policy failures described in this
study highlight not only the need for good health governance
but also, and even more significantly, the need to fight in the
public arena of ideas to win greater credibility for public health
and to make public health policies less vulnerable to external
interference. We believe that the implications of our research
are in line with the suggestions made by Smith regarding the

What is already known on this subject

► The private sector and particularly transnational corporations
use diverse strategies to influence health policy, even
blocking public health protection policies.
► The effect of corporate influences diminishes the potential of
public health policies in improving population health.
► The pathways of influence inside governments have not been
described.

What this study adds

► Health-related private companies are able to apply pressure
at all levels of policy-making processes, including ministers
and the presidency and the vice-presidency offices, in order
to modify the health political agenda to their own benefit.
► Policy capture by private interests favours the biomedical
response to health problems and neglects health-promoting
public policies.
► Good health governance would reduce the effect of external
influences in policy-making. However, the challenge for
public health remains to win greater credibility for public
health ideas through stronger public health advocacy.

Policy implications

► In order to improve population health, the public health
community has to prevent the capture of health policies by
interested actors that shift the policy-making process away
from the public interest towards narrow private interests.
► Preventing policy capture by public health academics and
practitioners requires integrating insights from political
science, developing specific research on capture of public
health policies and promoting public health advocacy
focused on health governance.
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